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We characterize by classical order type those recursive linear orderings L such that every 
classically isomorphic recursive copy R of L has a non-identity recursive automorphism. 
It is a well-known classical result that any linear ordering isomorphic to the 
rationals, Q, has a non-identity automorphism. This result has the following 
effective counterpart: any recursive linear ordering isomorphic to Q has a 
non-identity recursive automorphism. 
It is also well-known that any linear ordering isomorphic to the integers, Z, has 
a non-identity automorphism. In this case, the best effective counterpart is: any 
recursive linear ordering isomorphic to Z has a non-identity III-definable auto- 
morphism. This really cannot be improved since there exist recursive linear 
orderings isomorphic to Z which have no non-identity recursive automorphisms. 
(See Rosenstein [2].> 
In this paper, we characterize by classical order type those recursive linear 
orderings L such that every classically isomorphic recursive copy R of L has a 
non-identity recursive automorphism. The problem of finding such a characteriza- 
tion was suggested to us by M. Lerman. We use methods similar to those used by 
Remmel in characterizing by classical order type those recursive linear orderings 
L such that every classically isomorphic recursive copy R of L is actually 
recursively isomorphic to L. (See Remmel Cl].) 
Theorem. Let L = (w, +J be a recursive linear ordeting; then the following condi- 
tions are equivalent: 
(1) L contains a dense interval. 
(2) Every recursive linear ordering R = (w, CR) which is (classically) isomorphic 
to L has a non-identity recursive automorphism. 
Proof. Let a recursive linear ordering L = (w, CL) be given. We shall show that 
conditions (1) and (2) above are equivalent by showing that the implications 
(l)+(2) and not(l)+not(2) both hold. 
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We first show that the implication (l)+ (2) holds. Suppose that L contains a 
dense interval. If R = (0, cR) is any given recursive linear ordering isomorphic to 
L, then R also contains a dense interval, say (b, l~+)~. A recursive, non-identity 
automorphism of (b, b’)n can be built using an easy back-and-forth construction. 
This automorphism can be extended to all of R by mapping points outside (b, b’)n 
by the identity. Thus, the implication (l)+(2) holds. 
We now show that the implication not(l>+not(2) holds. Assume that L 
contains no dense interval. We propose to use this assumption in the construction 
of a recurisve linear ordering R = (0, -=c~) and a A2 isomorphism f from R onto L. 
R is to have no non-identity recursive automorphisms. 
The construction of the ordering R and the isomorphism f proceeds in stages. 
At stage s, we shall specify completely the restriction of cR to (0, . . . s}, together 
with a finite isomorphism f from ((0,. . . , s}, --c~) onto ((0,. . . , s}, cL). The 
(n-ordering that we shall put on (0, . . _ , s + 1) at stage s + 1 will be compatible 
with the <,-ordering we put on (0, _ . . , s} at stage s. Thus, the final ordering 
R = (0, CR) will be recursive. On the other hand, at some stages s + 1, we shall 
change the value of f(b) for some arguments b < s. For each b E w, we shall allow 
the value of f(b) to change only finitely many times over all the stages. Thus for 
each b E co, f(b) will have some final value. Since f will be an isomorphism at every 
stage, the final f will be an isomorphism as well. 
In order to make sure that the ordering R has no non-identity recursive 
automorphisms, we shall meet the following requirement for each e E w: 
R,: If {e}, construed as a mapping from (domain(e), <n) onto 
(range(e), -=c~), is a non-identity isomorphism, then either domain(e) # o 
or else range(e) # w, hence {e} is not an automorphism of R. 
Before we give the strategy which we would use to meet a single requirement 
R,, we remark that if there ever arise two points b and b’ in R such that {e}(b) 
and (e}(b’) are both defined and b cR b’ but {e}(b) sR {e}(b’), then we can 
immediately stop whatever we might be doing for the sake of requirement R,, 
because the hypothesis of requirement R, clearly fails, so requirement R, is met 
and needs no further attention to stay met. Assume for simplicity, therefore, that 
{e} is <,-preserving wherever it is defined, in the description below of the 
strategy for requirement R,. 
The strategy for requirement R, consists of two parts: 
(1) a sequence of preliminary moves designed to lure the function {e} into a 
fatal trap -i.e. a situation in which we can win requirement R, with one more 
move; and 
(2) this final winning move. 
Let us first say what such a fatal trap looks like and sketch how the final winning 
move goes. Suppose that the following hold for some points b and b’ in R at the 
end of some stage u: 
(1) a’ is the successor of a in L, where a = f(b) and a’ = f(b’). (It follows that b’ 
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is the successor of b in ((0, . . , v}, <R), since f is an isomorphism at the end of 
each stage.) 
(2) {e}(b) is defined and {e}(b)>, b; likewise, {e}(b’) is defined and 
{e}(b’) >R b’. 
(3) {e}(b) and {e}(b’)Su. 
(4) {e}(b’) is the successor of {e}(b) in ((0,. . . , v}, --CR). 
(5) 2, + 1 h. f({eHb’)). 
Then the function {e} is in a fatal trap, because at stage v f 1, we can arrange that 
{e}(b) cR u + 1 cR {e}(b’), and also declare that f must send b to a and b’ to a’ at 
all stages after u + 1. It then follows that u + 1 can never enter the range of the 
<,-preserving map {e}, so that requirement R, is met. Note that we can only put 
v + 1 between {e}(b) and {e}(b’) at the cost of making a charlge in f on some 
arguments <v - for example, the argument {e}(b’). However, no change has to be 
made in f on arguments b or b’ because of the position of v + 1 in L. 
We now proceed to give the full details of the strategy for requirement %. Let 
s + 1 be the first stage (if any) such that {e} is defined by the end of stage s on 
some point b”, and on b, ={e}(b,) # b”, and such that b,, bl, b,< s, where b2 = 
{e}(b,). If stage s + 1 never arises, then requirement R, is met and never requires 
any attention, since either domain(e) # w or else {e} is the identity map. If stage 
s + 1 does arise, then requirement R, requires attention at stage s + 1. We attend to 
requirement R, at stage s + 1 by declaring that f may never again be changed on 
arguments b,, b,, and b,. Suppose for concreteness that b, cR bl cR b,. (The case 
where b, >R bl >R b, is entirely similar.) 
Let 4 = f(bi) for i ~(0, 1,2}. Every interval of L fails to be dense, so every 
interval of L contains a pair of points, of which one is the immediate successor of 
the other under CL. Applying this to the interval [a,, a&, we conclude that a3 
and a4 exist in [u,, a&_ such that a4 is the successor of a3 in L, and with (a,, a3 
as small as possible. The pair (a,, a3 cannot be identified recursively, since the 
successivity predicate on L is in general only fll. However, by the movable 
markers technique, we can locate (a,, u4) in a finite number of moves. So let t + 1 
be the first stage after stage s, such that a3 and u4< t and, for every pair 
(a;, ~&)<(a,, a,), both a; and a>< t and either a; and a& are not both in the 
interval [a,, a,&, or else ai is not the immediate successor of a; in ((0, . . . t}, ==$). 
Let b, =f-‘(a3) and b, =f-‘(ad>. Requirement R, requires attention at stage t + 1. 
We pay attention to requirement R, at stage t + 1 by declaring that f may never 
again be changed on arguments b, and b,. Since u4 is the immediate successor of 
u3 in L, b, is likewise the immediate successor of b, in R, 
Now let u + 1 be the first stage after stage t (if any) such that both {e}(b,) and 
{e}(b,) are defined by the end of stage u, and such that b, and b,S u, where 
b, = {e}(b,) and b, = {e}(b,). If stage u + 1 never arises, then requirement R, is 
met and never again requires attention, since either b, or b, is not in domain{e}. If 
stage u + 1 does arise, and if b6 is the successor of b, in ((0, . . . , u}, <R), then 
requirement R, requires attention at stage u + 1. We give attention to requirement 
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R, at stage u + 1 by declaring that f may never again be changed on b, or b6. (In 
the case where stage u+ 1 does arise, but b6 is not the successor of b5 in 
((0, . . . 2 u}, =c&, then requirement R is already met and will never require 
attention again, because none of the points between b5 and b6 can ever enter the 
range of the <,-preserving map {e}.) 
Let a5 = f(b5) and a6 = f(b6). Finally, let v + 1 be the first stage after stage u (if 
any) where v + 1 >L a2. If stage v + 1 never arises, then we claim that requirement 
R is met without giving it any further attention. To prove this claim, consider the 
sequence: 
boy {eMo), hWMo)), . . . 
consisting of successive application of the map {e} to b,. the first three terms of 
this sequence are just the points b,, b,, and b2 which were defined by the end of 
stage s G u. If at any stage after stage u any later terms in this sequence become 
defined, then the value of each such term must be <u or else be f-‘(v + 1) for a 
suitable choice of v + 1. So if no suitable v + 1 ever arises, then the sequence ends 
up with only finitely many terms defined, and thus domain(e) # w, and our claim is 
proved. 
If stage v + 1 does arise, then the function {e} has been lured into a fatal trap. 
Requirement R, requires attention at stage v + 1 for the last time. We perform the 
following steps to win requirement R, at stage v + 1. 
(1) Cancel the restraint that f may not be changed on arguments bZ, b5, and b6. 
(We do this because we are going to violate this restraint ourselves below. We do 
not cancel the restraint of f for arguments bo, bl, b3, and b4, however.) 
(2) Arrange that b5 CR v + 1 <n b6, so that b, is not the successor of b5 in R. 
(Thus requirement R, is met because the <,-preserving map {e} will never 
include v + 1 in its range.) 
(3) Define f to be the unique isomorphism from ((0,. . . , v + l}, <n) onto 
((0, . . . , v + l}, cL). (This step requires that the value of f must change on 
argument b2 and on one of the arguments b5, b6. It does not require a change in f 
on arguments bo, bl, b,, or b4, since v + l>= az.> 
There are some conflicts to be resolved when we put all the requirements R, 
together. First we have to resolve the potential conflict between our need to make 
changes in f for the sake of one requirement R, and our need to make f(b) settle 
down for all arguments b. This we do by dictating that changes may be made in f 
for the sake of requirement R, only if they do not involve the arguments 0,. . . , e 
or the arguments f-‘(O), . . . , f-‘(e). Similarly, there is the potential for conflict 
between our changes in f for one requirement R, and our restraints on changes 
in f for another requirement R,. So we establish the priority ranking R,,> R1 > 
R,>.... According to this ranking, we may not make a change in the value of f 
on argument b for the sake of requirement R, in case we have restrained f on 
that argument for the sake of requirement R,. and e’ < e. 
We thus envision a construction in which at each stage s + 1 we pay attention to 
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the single requirement of highest priority which both requires attention and can 
receive attention without violating the restraints established for any stronger 
requirements. At stage s+ 1, each requirement weaker than the one receiving 
attention is injured and we will have to start all over on the task of meeting it. If 
at some stage s + 1 there are no requirements which both require attention and 
can receive attention without violating restraints established for stronger require- 
ments, then we let f(s + 1) = s + 1, leaving f the way it is on arguments r < s. 
We conclude this proof with some remarks which indicate how the strategy for 
the single requirement R, given above is to be modified to take stronger 
requirements into account. 
As we did before, we assume for simplicity that {e} is <,-preserving. Suppose 
that so is the last stage during which one of the requirements stronger than 
requirement R, received attention. Thus, requirement R, was injured at stage s,, 
and we have to start our work all over again at stage s0 + 1. Let s; = max{e, s,,}. 
Then (0,. . _ , s&} contains all the arguments on which we must avoid making 
changes in f after stage sO. Consider the partition of the ordering I? determined 
by the points 0, . _ . , s& We want to carry out (essentially) the original strategy for 
requirement R, with all the data of the strategy (i.e. the points b,,, . . . , b6, and 
f-‘(0 + 1) entirely contained within one of the intervals determined by this 
partition. 
Clearly this only becomes a problem if at some point in the original strategy we 
suddenly find that one of the terms of the sequence bo, {e}(bo), {e}({e}(bJ), . . . 
ends up outside the partition interval containing b,. If this ever happens, then we 
go back and start all over on the strategy. But, crucially, we then only look for a 
new b. among terms of this sequence later than any which have been defined so 
far. Since the terms of this sequence are either strictly increasing or else strictly 
decreasing, and since there are only finitely many partition intervals, there will 
arise some stage after which we will never have to go back and start all over. 
The reader may now easily verify that this modified strategy will enable us to 
meet requirement R, and will only require us to attend to requirement R, during 
finitely many stages. 
This concludes the proof of the implication not(l)+not(2) and of the theorem 
as well. 
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